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Abstract
Research on helping behavior distinguishes between giving recipients the tools to solve problems
for themselves (autonomy-oriented help) and direct solutions not requiring recipients’
involvement (dependency-oriented help). Across three studies, we examined whether individuals
can be characterized by dispositional propensities toward offering autonomy-oriented and/or
dependency-oriented help. In initial studies, factor analyses revealed the two hypothesized
Helping Orientations Inventory scales along with an additional scale capturing opposition to
helping, all acceptable in internal consistency and test-retest reliability (Study 1a – 1c). Next, we
found that the three scales related in distinct ways to constructs from the intergroup (e.g., social
dominance orientation) and interpersonal (e.g., empathic concern) helping literatures (Study 1d
and 1e). Additionally, these orientations predicted satisfaction with volunteer behavior (Study 2)
and interest in future volunteering (Study 3). Overall, people vary in their helping orientations,
and these orientations implicate a range of variables relevant to intergroup and interpersonal
helping.
Keywords: prosocial behavior, helping, empathy, intergroup relations, autonomy
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The Helping Orientations Inventory: Measuring Propensities to Provide Autonomy and
Dependency Help
Prosocial behavior assumes many forms and incorporates numerous ways in which
people help other individuals and groups (Dovidio, Piliavin, Schroeder, & Penner, 2006; Snyder
& Dwyer, 2013). It is both an individual and a collective phenomenon (Snyder & Omoto, 2008),
reflecting people’s beliefs and motives, as well as their connections to others in their
communities (Snyder, 2009). Research on prosocial behavior has traditionally examined
personality and situational factors that determine the provision of help in both intergroup and
interpersonal contexts, but only recently have psychologists begun to consider factors affecting
the provision of different types of help.
One such attempt stems from Nadler’s (1997; 2002) distinction between autonomyoriented and dependency-oriented help. Autonomy-oriented help provides recipients with the
skills, knowledge, and tools to independently identify and implement the full solution to their
problems. Providing this type of help often requires more time and effort from the helper, and
implies a view of the help-recipient as a capable and efficacious actor who is empowered by the
helper’s support. In contrast, dependency-oriented help provides recipients with a full solution to
an immediate problem, and does not teach them the skills, knowledge, or tools necessary to reach
such a solution independently in the future. Traditionally, the provision of dependency-oriented
help implies a view of the help-recipient as less able to solve their own problems, and therefore
more reliant on support provided by more able others (Halabi, Dovidio, & Nadler, 2008; Jackson
& Esses, 2000; Nadler & Chernyak-Hai, 2014).
Although researchers have distinguished between autonomy- and dependency-oriented
help, little is known about how people vary in their inclination toward providing these types of
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help. In the current research, we consider whether individuals can be characterized by distinct
orientations regarding the type of help they are willing to provide (i.e., autonomy-oriented and
dependency-oriented helping dispositions) in both interpersonal and intergroup contexts. Relying
on diverse samples, we developed and validated the Helping Orientations Inventory (HOI), a
measure of individuals’ propensities to offer autonomy-oriented and dependency-oriented help.
Across six independent samples, we examine and confirm the HOI’s factor structure and internal
reliability (Study 1a and 1b), temporal stability (Study 1c), convergent and discriminant validity
(Study 1d and 1e), and predictive validity (Studies 2 and 3).
Autonomy- and Dependency-Oriented Help in the Intergroup Context
Considerable research has examined factors that determine the provision of help between
groups, with particular focus on the amount and type of help offered across intergroup
boundaries. Intergroup helping transactions are not only calibrated to the specific needs or
resources of individuals and groups, but are also shaped by broader strategic and symbolic
considerations through which the superiority of one’s group and a positive view of oneself can
be asserted and maintained (Jackson & Esses, 2000; van Leeuwen & Täuber, 2011; Wakefield,
Hopkins, & Greenwood, 2013). Helping relations are inherently unequal, and can be understood
as “both an expression of caring and a demonstration of superiority” (Nadler & Halabi, 2006, p.
109). From this perspective, the help-recipient can be viewed as dependent on the kindness and
abilities of a more competent other (Alvarez & van Leeuwen, 2015; Hardy & van Vugt, 2006).
This disparity between helper and recipient has important implications for the type of help that
individuals are willing to provide and accept.
Prior research suggests that members of high-status groups are often selective in the type
of help they are willing to provide to, and accept from, members of low-status groups,
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particularly when high-status group members strongly identify with their group or view the
existing social hierarchy as legitimate (e.g., Halabi et al., 2008; Nadler, Harpaz-Gorodesiky, &
Ben-David, 2009). However, this dynamic can be further influenced by the perceived instability
of the power relations between groups and consequent threats to group status. When status
relations are perceived to be unstable, high-status group members are either less willing to
provide help to low-status individuals, or are more likely to provide help in a manner that
preserves existing social hierarchy and inequality (i.e., dependency-oriented help). Moreover,
when status relations between groups are unstable, high-status group members are more willing
to seek autonomy-oriented rather than dependency-oriented help (Komissarouk & Nadler, 2014;
Täuber & van Zomeren, 2011; Wakefield et al., 2013).
Based on this research, we expect that constructs relevant to intergroup processes will
relate to autonomy-oriented and dependency-oriented helping dispositions in theoretically
consistent ways. In particular, we expect that people who are authoritarian (Stenner, 2005),
prefer rigid social hierarchy (i.e., social dominance orientation; SDO; Pratto, Sidanius,
Stallworth, & Malle, 1994) or hold negative feelings toward marginalized groups will be more
interested in providing dependency-oriented help, because such helping can preserve the existing
social hierarchy and status relations. Alternatively, we expect that individuals with more positive
intergroup attitudes, or who believe that groups can and should work to better their social
standing, will be more interested in providing autonomy-oriented help, which benefits recipients
in ways consistent with those goals.
Autonomy- and Dependency-Oriented Help in the Interpersonal Context
Much of the empirical work on the psychological determinants of prosocial behavior has
focused on interpersonal contexts, or situations involving one-to-one helping interactions
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(Batson, 2011; Dovidio et al., 2006) and predictors of who provides help to whom, and when and
why (e.g., Fisher, Nadler, & Whitcher-Alagna, 1982; Penner, Fritzsche, Craiger, & Frefield,
1995). The distinction between autonomy- and dependency-oriented help is also relevant to the
interpersonal helping literature. Attitudes toward providing autonomy- and dependency-oriented
help may be affected by potential helpers’ attributions about why help-recipients are seeking aid,
expectations about their future performance, and perceptions of their efficacy (e.g., Nadler &
Chernyak-Hai, 2014), all of which may foster more global judgments about the help-recipients’
deservingness or appropriateness for receiving specific kinds of help. Attributional models of
help-giving suggest that people are more likely to provide help to individuals who are believed to
not have caused their own problems (Rudolph, Roesch, Greitemeyer, & Weiner, 2004; Weiner,
Perry, & Magnusson, 1988). Specifically, prior research suggests that potential helpers are more
inclined to provide autonomy-oriented help when the reason for help-seeking is due to factors
outside of the potential help-recipient’s control, and dependency-oriented help when the reason
for seeking help is due to factors within the potential help-recipients’ control (Correll &
Ridgeway, 2006; Nadler & Chernyak-Hai, 2014).
Therefore, a helper’s understanding of another’s situation might influence the type of
help they prefer to offer. This ability to understand another’s situation has typically been referred
to as empathy in the interpersonal helping literature, and has both an affect-based component
(“empathic concern”) and a cognition-based component (“perspective taking”), both of which are
relevant to autonomy- and dependency-oriented help (Davis, 1983). Indeed, individuals higher in
empathic concern are more willing to identify with help-recipients’ circumstances and also
formulate more favorable attributions, and are therefore more likely to offer autonomy-oriented
help (Pavey, Greitemeyer, & Sparks, 2012), especially when interacting with acquaintances,
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friends, and family members (Maner & Gailliot, 2007). Similarly, interpersonal-helping
constructs such as perspective taking and a sense of social responsibility may relate to autonomyoriented helping (e.g., Penner et al., 1995). For example, helpers high in perspective taking may
also be more likely to prefer autonomy-oriented helping; helpers high in social responsibility
might be willing to engage in helping interactions that, although more time- and energyconsuming, may lead to better long-term outcomes. Alternatively, other interpersonal helping
constructs might more strongly relate to dependency-oriented helping, such as feelings of
personal distress in helping situations (e.g., Batson, Fultz, & Schoenrade, 1987; Stocks, Lishner,
& Decker, 2009). Because people who feel anxious or uncomfortable during a helping
interaction might want the interaction to end quickly, they may be more inclined to provide
dependency-oriented help, which often requires less of a time investment. Moreover, helping in
order to reduce one’s own distress is a self-oriented helping strategy, and is therefore more
consistent with a dependency-oriented helping orientation than an autonomy-oriented helping
orientation, which calls for more attention to the recipient’s unique circumstances and needs.
In summary, we expect that people higher in empathic concern, perspective taking, and
social responsibility will be more likely to offer autonomy-oriented help, whereas people who
experience personal distress in helping situations will be more likely to offer dependencyoriented help.
Current Research: Development of an Inventory of Helping Orientations
Research on autonomy- and dependency-oriented help has mostly focused on the
situational conditions under which each type of help is likely to be provided or accepted, and the
consequences of each kind of assistance for outcomes such as help-seeking tendencies, socialhierarchy maintenance, self-efficacy, and intergroup attitudes. Furthermore, most of this work
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has involved experimental manipulations and paradigms (e.g., minimal groups), which are
designed to simulate a range of conditions in which specific types of help can be provided to
individuals belonging to specific types of social groups. Although this approach has proven
fruitful, we propose that people can also be characterized by relatively stable dispositions to offer
autonomy- and dependency-oriented help that can be linked to both intergroup and interpersonal
contexts. Understanding such dispositional orientations is relevant to both basic and applied
science, as measures of autonomy- and dependency-oriented helping dispositions would allow
researchers to link these constructs to a wide range of thoughts, feelings, and behaviors in the
laboratory, and examine helping orientations in field settings where experimental methods may
be more difficult to utilize.
In the current research, we used Study 1 to develop an inventory of helping orientations
(the HOI) and examined its factor structure (Studies 1a and 1b), internal reliability (Studies 1a1e), and test-retest reliability (Study 1c). We also examined the convergent and discriminant
validity of the inventory (Studies 1d and 1e), drawing primarily from constructs in the intergroup
(e.g., authoritarianism, SDO, and outgroups attitudes) and the interpersonal (e.g., empathic
concern, perspective taking, social responsibility, and personal distress) helping domains, but
also the broader psychological literature. Additionally, to establish predictive validity we
examined “matching” hypotheses, such that helping orientations should predict higher volunteer
interest and satisfaction when there is a match between one’s helping orientation and the
activities and goals of the volunteer organization with which one is involved (Studies 2 and 3).
Study 1: Developing the Helping Orientations Inventory
For Study 1, we determined the factor structure and internal reliability of the autonomy
and dependency orientation scales of the HOI. We also evaluated convergent and discriminant
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validity with constructs from the intergroup and interpersonal helping literatures, as well as more
general personality traits. To establish the factor structure of the HOI, Study 1a uses exploratory
factor analysis and Study 1b uses confirmatory factor analysis. To determine test-retest
reliability, Study 1c captures people’s HOI scale scores at two time points separated by one
month. To examine convergent/discriminant validity of the HOI scales, Study 1d examines
correlations between the HOI scales and important constructs in the intergroup and helping
literature, while Study 1e examines correlations between the HOI scales and more general
personality traits.
Study 1
Study 1a Method1
Participants. Participants were 285 students (194 females, 89 males, 2 unknown) from a
public university in the Midwestern United States. Mean age was 20.36 (SD = 3.80). Participants
were allowed to identify as more than one race if appropriate; most participants identified as
White (77%), but participants also identified as Latino (3%), African-American (4%), Asian or
Asian-American (14%), Native American (1%), or other (2%).
Procedure. We generated possible items to measure autonomy and dependency helping
orientations based on existing definitions (Nadler, 2002) of autonomy-oriented helping (e.g.,
“The goal of helping should be to make sure people can eventually take care of their own
needs”) and dependency-oriented helping (e.g., “The goal of helping should be to make sure that
people have their immediate needs met”). Each member of the research team initially generated
possible items for the two scales (i.e., capturing autonomy and dependency orientations), and
through subsequent discussions a pool of 32 items was generated.2 After collecting data for
Study 1a, we conducted a preliminary factor analysis and first removed items that strongly cross-
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loaded on more than one of the factors (>.30). We then examined the Cronbach’s alpha for each
scale and further removed items to maximize Cronbach’s alpha for each scale. We thus ended up
with 24 total items. Four autonomy items and four dependency items were negatively worded,
for a total of 16 positively-worded items and 8 negatively-worded items. Participants indicated
the extent to which they agreed with each item using a 1 (“strongly disagree”) to 7 (“strongly
agree”) scale. Participants in Study 1a completed the original 32 HOI items using an online
questionnaire, but we only focused on the aforementioned 24 HOI items. We always computed
scale scores by averaging across respective items.
Study 1a Results3 and Discussion
We first investigated the factor structure and other psychometric properties of the 24-item
HOI. We used a principal-axis factor analysis with an oblique rotation (promax) to allow for
correlated factors (Kim & Mueller, 1988), as we expected that the autonomy orientation and
dependency orientation scales would be positively related. However, initial exploratory analyses
suggested that there were actually three factors: two factors corresponding to the hypothesized
helping orientations, plus a third factor comprising all eight of the negatively-worded items,
which likely represented a general opposition to helping (see Table 1 for scale items).
Subsequently, we treated opposition to helping as a separate scale in subsequent analyes, and
expected that this opposition to helping factor would negatively correlate with both helping
orientation factors. Given these early analyses, we conducted our factor analysis with three
forced factors.4
We report results for the largest six factors, first reporting the eigenvalue, followed (in
parentheses) by the cumulative percent variance accounted for: 6.63 (28%), 4.19 (45%), 2.27
(55%), 1.02 (59%), .99 (63%), .85 (66%). Additionally, the scree plot clearly suggested three
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factors (Cattell, 1966). Based on the eigenvalues and scree plot, we report the three-factor
solution in Table 1. Results indicated that the items clearly loaded onto three separate factors.
We adhered to the recommendation that items should load on appropriate factors at .32 or more,
and cross-loaded items should load onto other factors at .32 or less (Osborne & Costello, 2009;
Tabachnick & Fidell, 2001). Only two of the 24 items in the pattern matrix cross-loaded onto
more than one factor, and in only one case did an item load higher on the unexpected factor (item
21). We retained these two items in the intended scales, as exploratory analyses revealed that
dropping the items led to decreases in the respective scale alphas. Overall, the data support a
three-factor solution, specifically indicating that it is possible to locate people on these three
separate helping-orientation dimensions: a) willingness to provide autonomy-oriented help, b)
willingness to provide dependency-oriented help, and c) general opposition to helping. The
results also suggest that these orientations are not redundant, and that it may be possible to hold
more than one simultaneously.
Autonomy, dependency, and opposition orientation scale scores were derived from the
average across all items for each scale. We computed each scale’s internal consistency using
Cronbach’s alpha coefficient: .87 (autonomy), .79 (dependency), and .90 (opposition to helping).
We also computed the correlations among the scales: autonomy orientation and dependency
orientation, r = .49 (p < .001), autonomy orientation and opposition, r = -.19 (p < .01), and
dependency orientation and opposition, r = -.16 (p < .01). Finally, we determined the mean and
standard deviation of each scale: autonomy orientation (M = 4.93, SD = 0.97), dependency
orientation (M = 4.00, SD = 0.90), and opposition (M = 2.86, SD = 1.02).
The findings from our exploratory factor analysis strongly suggest that there are three
distinct orientations toward helping. Using a student sample, our initial factor analysis showed
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evidence of three factors. All three scales also had acceptable Cronbach’s alpha coefficients.
Finally, each scale had sufficient variability, and clear differences were found in mean levels,
such that people were most likely to endorse an autonomy orientation, followed by a
depedendency orientation and opposition to helping, respectively. This early support for the HOI
gave us confidence that these helping orientations were not redundant, and the correlations
between scales provide further support for this conclusion. Next, we moved to confirming this
factor structure in a diverse online sample, and also to determining common correlates of the
HOI across constructs found in the intergroup and interpersonal helping literatures.
Study 1b Method
Participants. Participants were 363 individuals, 312 of who provided demographic
information (136 females, 176 males; mean age = 32.09, SD = 10.67). We recruited participants
from Amazon’s Mechanical Turk (MTurk; see Buhrmester, Kwan, & Gosling, 2011 and Paolacci
& Chandler, 2014 on the usefulness of MTurk for psychological research). Participants were
allowed to identify as more than one race if appropriate; most participants identified as Asian or
Asian-American (66%), although some identified as White (22%), Latino (1%), AfricanAmerican (3%), Native American (<1%), or other (7%). 54% of the sample reported not being a
U.S. citizen.5
Procedure. Participants completed the same 24 HOI items from Study 1a using an
online questionnaire, with eight items to capture each autonomy orientation, dependency
orientation, and opposition to helping.
Study 1b Results and Discussion
We sought to verify the HOI factor structure by assessing the extent to which the threefactor model would best explain the structure of the data when using CFA in an independent
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sample. Using SPSS AMOS (v20.0.0), we ran three confirmatory models, comparing fit statistics
among the models. We expected that the three-factor (eight items per scale) solution that
emerged from our EFA in Study 1a would prove to be the best fit in the CFA. As in Study 1a, we
allowed factors to correlate in our primary model, as we expected that the autonomy- and
dependency-oriented helping scales would be positively correlated, and both scales would
negatively corelate with opposition to helping. We compared this model to a one-factor solution,
which would suggest that the HOI is a measure of one’s general orientation toward helping,
unable to differentiate between the three orientations. We also compared our proposed model to
a model that did not allow the three factors to be correlated, to determine whether the three scales
should be allowed to correlate. In our CFAs, we removed participants who were missing any
data on our measure (N = 51).6
We compared models according to a number of fit statistics. Figure 1 shows our proposed
model, which was the best fitting model and had adequate fit statistics (χ² (249, N = 307) =
745.89, χ² / df = 3.00, RMSEA = .08, CFI = .86, and BIC = 1,037.96; MacCallum, Brown, &
Sugawara, 1996; Schreiber, Nora, Stage, Barlow, & King, 2006). The one factor solution was a
less ideal fit for the data (χ² (252, N = 307) = 2,215.44, χ² / df = 8.79, RMSEA = .16, CFI = .45,
and BIC = 2,490.33), as was the model with three factors but not allowing correlations between
the factors (χ² (252, N = 307) = 952.77, χ² / df = 3.78, RMSEA = .10, CFI = .81, and BIC =
1,227.66). Comparing the Bayesian information criterion statistic across models (Schwarz, 1978)
again suggested that our proposed model was optimal.
The HOI scales again demonstrated acceptable levels of internal consistency: .87
(autonomy), .83 (dependency), and .91 (opposition to helping). The latent correlations among the
scales were as follows: autonomy orientation and dependency orientation, r = .77 (p < .001);
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autonomy orientation and opposition, r = .03 (p = .61); and dependency orientation and
opposition, r = .30 (p < .001). The scale means followed the same order as the previous study:
autonomy orientation (M = 5.42, SD = 0.94), dependency orientation (M = 4.95, SD = 0.89), and
opposition (M = 3.84, SD = 1.39). In summary, Study 1b provided clear evidence for the three
separate scales in the HOI.
Study 1c Method
Participants. Participants were 237 students (165 females, 70 males, 2 unknown; mean
age = 20.28, SD = 2.76) at a public university in the Midwestern United States. Participants were
allowed to identify as more than one race if appropriate; most participants identified as White
(74%), but participants also identified as Latino (3%), African-American (4%), Asian or AsianAmerican (16%), or Native American (1%). Of the 244 participants, 216 participants completed
both Time 1 and Time 2 surveys (11% attrition).
Procedure. We used a two-wave panel design to measure participants’ responses to the
HOI during both the first and second time points. Both surveys were completed online, and three
to five weeks passed between the first and second surveys. The same 24 items from Studies 1a
and 1b were used, with eight items to capture each autonomy orientation, dependency
orientation, and opposition to helping.
Study 1c Results and Discussion
To examine the test-retest reliability of our three scales, we computed correlations
between each scale at the two time points. We found high correlations across time points for
autonomy orientation (r = .63), dependency orientation (r = .62), and opposition to helping (r =
.58; all ps < .001), revealing that all three scales are relatively stable over a one-month time
period. The means, standard deviations, and internal consistency of the three scales mirror our
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findings from Studies 1a and 1b. First, means and standard deviations of each scale were
consistent across time: autonomy orientation – M = 5.10, SD = 0.87 (T1) and M = 5.02, SD =
0.95 (T2); dependency orientation – M = 4.26, SD = 0.79 (T1) and M = 4.24, SD = 0.83 (T2);
opposition to helping – M = 2.67, SD = 1.04 (T1) and M = 2.88, SD = 1.07 (T2). Cronbach’s
alphas were acceptable across time points: autonomy – .84 (T1) and .90 (T2); dependency – .67
(T1) and .76 (T2); opposition – .91 (T1) andnd .92 (T2). We also computed the correlations
among the scales at time one and time two: time one – autonomy and dependency, r = .36,
autonomy and opposition, r = -.23, and dependency and opposition, r = -.31; time two –
autonomy and dependency, r = .37, autonomy and opposition, r = -.10, and dependency and
opposition, r = -.04. Overall results from Study 1c suggest the three HOI scales have acceptable
test-retest reliability and are endorsed at comparable levels over time.
It is worth noting that, although the scales had an acceptable level of test-retest reliability,
the reliabilities were not as high as for other constructs in the individual-differences literature
that are theorized to be more fundamental and stable (e.g., the Big Five personality traits) which
consistently show test-retest correlations of r = .80 (Gosling, Rentfrow, & Swann, 2003). This
might suggest that the HOI scales are more influenced by social,cultural, or contextual factors
that produce some variability across time. Perceptions of the value of different types of helping
relationships are potentially less ingrained than fundamental aspects of personality. With ample
evidence of strong psychometric properties (e.g., factor structure, internal reliability, temporal
stability), we next turned to further exploration of convergent and discriminant validity,
considering commonly used measures in social and personality psychology.
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Study 1d Method
Participants. The participants were from the same sample as Study 1b.
Procedure. After completing the HOI using an online questionnaire, participants then
completed measures relevant to interpersonal (i.e., empathic concern, perspective taking, social
responsibility, other-oriented moral reasoning, personal distress, and self-reported altruism) and
intergroup (i.e., authoritarianism, social dominance orientation, perceptions of group
malleability, group feeling thermometers) helping. We expected that autonomy orientation would
more strongly relate to constructs associated with understanding others, including outgroup
members. In contrast, we expected that dependency orientation would display similar (albeit
weaker) patterns, but would also be linked to constructs associated with personal distress.
Finally, based on extant theory, we expected that opposition to helping would be associated with
lower empathic concern, negative intergroup attitudes, belief in the legitimacy of social
hierarchy, and strict adherence and deference to existing social norms and authority. We did not
have explicit expectations about how moral reasoning and self-reported altruism should relate to
helping orientations, but chose to include these additional measures to examine possible
differences.
Measures.
Authoritarianism. Participants reported the extent to which children should adhere to
social norms and authority (Stenner, 2005), a typical way to assess authoritarianism. Participants
responded to four binary items that asked them to choose either authoritarian or nonauthoritarian child-rearing values (e.g., independence or respect for elders). We averaged
responses across the four items (alpha = .66; M = 0.59, SD = 0.38).
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Social dominance orientation. Participants reported the extent to which they endorsed
social hierarchy using the 16 items from the SDO-16 scale (Pratto et al., 1994). Using an interval
scale ranging from 1 (“strongly disagree”) to 7 (“strongly agree”), participants responded to
items such as “Some groups of people are simply inferior to other groups.” We averaged
responses across all 16 items (alpha = .91; M = 3.20, SD = 1.05).
Perceptions of group malleability. Participants completed a seven-item scale to report
the extent to which they believed that groups are capable of change (Rydell, Hugenberg, Ray, &
Mackie, 2007). Using an interval scale ranging from 1 (“strongly disagree”) to 6 (“strongly
agree”), participants responded to items such as “Groups can change even their most basic
qualities.” We averaged responses across all seven items (alpha = .63; M = 3.78, SD = 0.66).
Group feeling thermometers. Participants reported the extent to which they felt
negatively toward marginalized groups. Using an interval scale ranging from 1 (“positive”) to 10
(“negative”), participants reported how they felt about traditionally marginalized social groups
(e.g., blacks, Hispanics, those with physical disabilities). We averaged responses across the ten
groups (alpha = .92; M = 4.09, SD = 1.89).
Prosocial Personality Battery. Participants completed the Prosocial Personality Battery
(Penner et al., 1995), which measures multiple individual differences related to interpersonal
helping. We focused on six scales: empathic concern, perspective taking, social responsibility,
other-oriented moral reasoning, personal distress, and self-reported altruism. All of the scales
except for the self-reported altruism scale used an interval response scale ranging from 1
(“strongly disagree”) to 5 (“strongly agree”). The self-reported altruism scale used an interval
response scale ranging from 1 (“never”) to 5 (“very often”). Empathic concern was measured
with four items (e.g., “I am often quite touched by things I see happen”; alpha = .553; M = 3.43,
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SD = 0.66); perspective taking was measured with four items (e.g., “When I’m upset at someone,
I usually try to ‘put myself in their shoes’ for a while”; alpha = .51; M = 3.34, SD = 0.56); social
responsibility was measured with seven items (e.g., “No matter what a person has done to us,
there is no excuse for taking advantage of them”; alpha = .67; M = 2.97, SD = 0.61); otheroriented moral reasoning was measured with three items (e.g., “My decisions are usually based
on concern for the welfare of others”; alpha = .72; M = 3.74, SD = 0.67); personal distress was
measured with three items (e.g., “When I see someone who badly needs help in an emergency, I
go to pieces”; alpha = .56; M = 2.83, SD = 0.77); self-reported altruism was measured with five
items (e.g., “I have helped carry a stranger’s belongings (e.g., books, parcels, etc.)”; alpha = .76;
M = 3.30, SD = 0.78).
Although some of the measures displayed internal consistency that was lower than
desired, we retained them as they are existing measures commonly used in the literature in the
current forms. Responses across all relevant items were averaged to form each participant’s scale
scores.
Study 1d Results and Discussion
First, we examined how our scales related to relevant intergroup helping constructs and
the results largely support our hypotheses (see Table 2). Authoriarianism did not correlate with
autonomy orientation (r = .00), but positively correlated with both dependency orientation and
opposition to helping (r = .17 and r = .18, respectively; ps < .01). Social dominance orientation
was negatively related to autonomy orientation (r = -.37, p < .001), unrelated to dependency
orientation (r = .04), and positively related to opposition to helping (r = .60, p < .001).
Perceptions of group malleablility were associated with autonomy orientation and opposition
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(r = .30 and r = -.35, respectively; ps < .001). Finally, negative intergroup attitudes negatively
correlated with autonomy (r = -.28, p < .001) and dependency orientations (r = -.12, p < .05), and
positively correlated with opposition to helping (r = .41, p < .001).
Next, we examined how our scales correlated with interpersonal helping constructs. As
expected, we found that the variables associated with helping other individuals were more
strongly associated with autonomy orientation, and to a lesser degree dependency orientation.
(see Table 3). Empathic concern was positively related to autonomy orientation (r = .32, p <
.001), unrelated to dependency orientation (r = .01), and negatively related to opposition to
helping (r = -.60, p < .001); these trends largely held when considering perspective taking as well
(r = .26, .11, and -.39, respecitvely; ps < .05). Surprisingly, social responsiblity was unrelated to
autonomy orientation (r = .00, p = .95), and negatively related to dependency orientation
(r = -.22, p < .001), though, as expected, it was negatively related to opposition to helping
(r = -.55, p < .001). Other-oriented moral reasoning was positively related to both autonomy and
dependency orientations (r = .45 and r = .49, respectively; ps < .001), and unrelated to opposition
(r = .04). Personal distress was also unrelated to autonomy orientation (r = .06), and was
positively related to both dependency- orientation and opposition to helping (r = .21 and r = .39,
respectively; ps < .001). Finally, self-reported altruism was positively related to all three scales
(r = .22, .34, and .21, respectively; ps < .001).7
Convergent and discriminant validity analyses demonstrated that intergroup and
interpersonal helping constructs were related to our three scales in distinct patterns. Autonomy
orientation positively related to perceptions that group characteristics and social status are fluid,
illegitimate, and capable of changing, and also related to predictors of helping behavior found in
the interpersonal helping domain. Dependency orientation positively related to authoritarianism,
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personal distress, and lower social responsibility. Finally, opposition to helping shared some
overlap with dependency orientation (e.g., high authoritarianism and personal distress; lower
social responsibility), but was also linked to negative intergroup attitudes, belief in the
legitimacy of rigid social structures, and support for authority.
Study 1e Method
Participants. Participants were 486 students (344 females, 134 males, 1 genderqueer, 7
unknown; mean age = 20.03, SD = 3.31) at a public university in the Midwestern United States.
Participants were allowed to identify as more than one race if appropriate; most identified as
White (69%), but some identified as Latino (4%), African-American (5%), Asian or AsianAmerican (22%), Native American (1%), or other (3%). 13% of the sample reported not being a
US citizen.
Procedure. Participants completed an online survey, first responding to the HOI items,
followed by items assessing the Big Five, self-efficacy, and self-esteem. We considered how the
scales of the HOI relate to other individual differences (i.e., Big-Five personality traits; McCrae
& Costa, 1999) and constructs commonly studied in the helping literature (i.e., self-efficacy and
self-esteem). Among the Big-Five personality traits, agreeableness has been identified as an
important predictor of helping behavior (Graziano & Eisenberg, 1997). Therefore, we expected
that agreeableness would be positively associated with both autonomy and dependency
orientations, and negatively associated with opposition to helping. We did not have predictions
about how HOI would otherwise be related to the Big Five, although one might expect
neuroticism to be linked to both dependency orientation and opposition to helping, given our
expectation that personal distress would relate to these two orientations.
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We also expected that autonomy orientation would be positively linked to self-esteem
and self-efficacy (Bandura, 1977; Rosenberg, 1965), since research indicates that both giving
and receiving autonomy-oriented help is linked to higher self-esteem and self-efficacy (e.g.,
Alvarez & van Leeuwen, 2011; Weinstein & Ryan, 2010). Additionally, we expected that
opposition to helping would be negatively associated with self-efficacy. Helping others requires
ability and effort, and feeling a lack of efficacy to bring about meaningful change by helping
others may serve as a disincentive for future prosocial behavior.
Measures.
Helping Orientations Inventory. Autonomy orientation, dependency orientation, and
opposition to helping were captured with eight items each; all three scales had an acceptable
Cronbach’s alpha (autonomy = .83; dependency = .69; opposition = .89). Means (and standard
deviations) were as follow: autonomy – 5.25 (0.83); dependency – 4.24 (0.83); opposition – 2.91
(1.03).
Big-Five personality traits. Participants completed the Ten Item Personality Inventory
(TIPI; Gosling et al., 2003), which measures each of the Big-Five personality traits with two
items per trait. We used the TIPI given limited survey space constraints, and the TIPI has been
found to be useful in such contexts. Participants used an interval scale ranging from 1 (“strongly
disagree”) to 7 (“strongly agree”); bivariate correlations between item pairs, means, and standard
deviations were as follow: agreeableness (r = .26 M = 4.93, SD = 1.20); conscientiousness
(r = .31; M = 5.40, SD = 1.17); extraversion (r = .56; M = 4.35, SD = 1.54); neuroticism (r = .41;
M = 3.50, SD = 1.32); and openness (r = .26; M = 5.23, SD = 1.18). Correlations between pairs
of items were lower than typically found in studies where the TIPI has been used, but we
nonetheless retained all items given the extensive use of the TIPI in the literature.
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Self-efficacy. Participants reported their belief that they are generally able to overcome
barriers and resolve problems using a pre-existing scale (Schwarzer & Jerusalem, 1995) ranging
from 1 (“not at all true”) to 4 (“exactly true”; ten items; alpha = .85; M = 3.13, SD = 0.42).
Self-esteem. Participants reported their self-perceptions of worth and value using the
Rosenberg Self-Esteem Scale (Rosenberg, 1965) ranging from 1 (“strongly disagree”) to 4
(“strongly agree”; ten items; alpha = .90; M = 3.12, SD = 0.57).
Study 1e Results and Discussion
We first examined correlations with the Big-Five, finding that only agreeableness,
conscientiousness, and openness were related to our three scales (see Table 4). Consistent with
our predictions, agreeableness was positively correlated with both autonomy (r = .14, p < .01)
and dependency orientations (r = .17, p < .001), and negatively correlated with opposition to
helping (r = -.20, p < .001). We also found that conscientsciousness was positively correlated
with autonomy orientation (r = .14, p < .01) and negatively correlated with opposition to helping
(r = -.11, p < .05); it was not significantly correlated with dependency orientation. Like
conscientsciousness, opennesss was unrelated to dependency orientation, positively correlated
with autonomy orientation (r = .13, p < .01), and negatively correlated with opposition to helping
(r = -.26, p < .001). Extraversion and neuoriticsm were not signifcantly related to any of the
helping orientations. Finally, regarding self-relevant beliefs (see Table 7), self-efficacy was
positively correlated with both autonomy (r = .28, p < .001) and dependency orientations (r =
.13, p < .01), and self-esteem was positively correlated with autonomy orientation (r = .12, p <
.01) and negatively correlated with opposition to helping (r = -.13, p < .01).
The personality results corroborated overall trends in the previous sample, such that
paying attention to the concerns of others (i.e., agreeableness and conscientiousness) was
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positively correlated with autonomy and dependency helping orientations and negatively
correlated with opposition to helping. People higher in autonomy orientation were also more
open to new experiences, while the opposite was true for those opposed to helping. As expected,
self-relevant beliefs were related to all three HOI scales in a pattern consistent with previous
research. People higher in autonomy orientation had higher levels of self-efficacy and selfesteem, people higher in dependency orientation reported greater self-efficacy, and people
opposed to helping reported lower self-esteem. Likewise, these results suggest that there are
three clearly distinct helping orientations, and that they relate to relevant constructs in unique
and theoretically expected ways.
Study 2: The HOI and Volunteer Satisfaction
Having established the factor structure, temporal stability, and convergent and
discriminant validity of the HOI, we next investigated predictive validity of the three scales. We
sought evidence that the HOI scales predict satisfaction with actual volunteer behavior.
Specifically, we employed a matching approach (e.g., Clary et al., 1998) to test the hypothesis
that volunteers would be more satisfied with their position when the nature and goals of
volunteering were consistent with their orientation (i.e., “matched”). Although we could consider
the ability of the three orientations to predict satisfaction on their own, a more nuanced matching
approach is more appropriate in this context. This approach allows us to adjust for the fact that
potential volunteers do not always have complete freedom to choose the types of volunteer
activities in which they engage (given limited volunteer options), nor are they always able to
accurately identify the types of helping a given position might eventually allow.
Method
Participants
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Participants were 327 individuals (176 females, 151 males; mean age = 33.83, SD =
11.88) recruited from MTurk. Participants mostly identified as White (79%), but some identified
as Latino (6%), African-American (10%), Asian or Asian-American (10%), Native American
(1%), or other (1%).
Procedure
We recruited participants for a study on volunteer behavior, explicitly requesting
participants who had volunteered in the past five years. Participants first completed the HOI
using an online questionnaire, followed by measures of SDO and PPB, to allow us to determine
whether our scales predict relevant outcomes after accounting for constructs that were strongly
related to one or more of our scales in the previous study (SDO with opposition and otheroriented moral reasoning with both autonomy and dependency orientations). To ensure that our
sample only consisted of recent volunteers, we asked participants whether they had volunteered
in the past five years, and found that 293 people reported being a recent volunteer (89%) and 34
people reported not being a volunteer (10%). All participants who reported being a recent
volunteer answered questions pertaining to their perceptions of their most recent volunteer
position and satisfaction with the position.
Because autonomy and dependency helping are constructs that are inherently about
helping other human beings (and thus less relevant to helping nonhuman animals or the
environment), we focused only on volunteers who reported helping other human beings (N =
222).8 Given our sample size of volunteers working with other humans, we estimated that we had
32% power to detect a Cohen’s d of 0.2, 96% power to detect a Cohen’s d of 0.5, and 99% power
to detect a Cohen’s d of 0.8.
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Measures
Helping Orientations Inventory. Autonomy orientation, dependency orientation, and
opposition to helping were captured with eight items each; all three scales had an acceptable
Cronbach’s alpha (autonomy = .87; dependency = .76; opposition = .93). We used our scales as
predictors in the study, in addition to computing median splits on the variables to help create one
overall matching variable to test our matching hypothesis.
Perceptions of volunteer activities. Participants responded to five questions designed to
capture the extent to which they perceived their volunteer activity to be more autonomy-oriented
or dependency-oriented. Two questions captured perceptions of the position as having
autonomy-oriented attributes (“Did these activities involve mentoring, coaching, or teaching
someone a new set of skills?” and “Were these activities designed to provide individuals with the
skills and abilities to solve their own problems in the future?”), and two questions captured
perceptions of the position as having dependency-oriented attributes (“Did these activities
primarily focus on addressing individuals’ specific needs or alleviating individuals’ discomfort?”
and “Were these activities intended to provide an immediate solution to someone’s pressing
problem?”; scales ran from 1, “not at all,” to 7, “definitely”). A fifth question asked people to
report the extent to which the volunteer activity focused on individuals’ short-term needs versus
long-term goals (from 1, “focus on short-term/immediate needs,” to 7, “focus on long-term
skills/goals”).
These five items were standardized and combined (the two dependency-oriented items
were reversed) to form one scale capturing overall perceptions of the extent to which one’s
position was more focused on dependency or autonomy outcomes (M = 0, SD = .64, alpha = .64).
We used this combined scale as an outcome variable in some analyses, and as the basis for a
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median split to help create the matching variable that served as the key outcome of interest in our
other analyses.
Volunteer status and satisfaction. Participants reported whether they had volunteered in
the past five years (yes or no), as well as satisfaction with that volunteer experience on a singleitem with an interval scale ranging from 1 (“not at all satisfied”) to 7 (“completely satisfied”).
Other-oriented moral reasoning. Participants completed the PPB other-oriented moral
reasoning subscale (Penner et al., 1995) to ensure autonomy and dependency orientations’
predictive validity beyond this measure (alpha = .73).
Social dominance orientation. Participants reported the extent to which they endorsed
social hierarchy to ensure opposition to helping’s predictive validity beyond this measure using
the SDO-16 scale (Pratto et al., 1994; alpha = .95).
Results and Discussion
We first examined whether the helping orientations predicted volunteer status using a
logistic regression model with all three HOI scales as predictors and the outcome variable being
whether participants had volunteered (to help people) or not. We found that autonomy
orientation was a positive predictor (b = .53, SE = .22, p = .01) and opposition orientation was a
negative predictor of being a volunteer to help others (b = -.41, SE = .15, p = .004; dependency
orientation was not a significant predictor, p = .80). We also ran an additional model to examine
whether controlling for SDO and other-oriented moral reasoning made any difference (p = .22
and .37, respectively); results revealed that autonomy orientation remained a signficiant predictor
(b = .55, SE = .22, p = .01) and opposition became a marginal predictor (b = -.31, SE = .17, p =
.07); dependency orientation did not significantly predict volunter status (p = .92).
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We first considered how well autonomy and dependency orientations predicted
perceptions of whether the position was more focused on autonomy- or dependency-oriented
volunteering. Considering the subsample of only volunteers who had worked with other humans,
regression analyses with all three scales included as predictors revealed that dependency
orientation predicted perceptions of one’s volunteer position as addressing dependency needs of
individuals (b = -.10, SE = .05, CI = -.19, -.004, p = .04, d = .28), while autonomy orientation did
not predict perceiving one’s volunteer position as addressing autonomy needs (p = .99). This
may be because it is more difficult to find autonomy-oriented positions, as follow-up analyses
indicated that participants were generally more likely to perceive their positions to be
dependency-oriented than autonomy-oriented, t(219) = 4.30, p < .001). We ran an additional
model to control for SDO and other-oriented moral reasoning, and dependency was still a
marginal predictor of dependency perceptions.
To determine whether a match between helping orientation and perceptions of volunteer
positions predicted satisfaction, we conducted median splits on autonomy orientation,
dependency orientation, and the standardized perception variable. Volunteers who were above
the median on autonomy orientation and also above the median on their perceptions that their
volunteer position was autonomy-oriented were coded as a 1, or being matched. Participants who
were above the median on dependency orientation and also above the median on their
perceptions that their volunteer position was dependency-oriented were coded as a 1. Participants
who had incongruent orientations and position perceptions were coded as a 0, or being not
matched. This allowed us to create one matching variable with which to predict satisfaction. This
also means that someone who has an autonomy orientation above the median but was engaged in
volunteering they perceived to be dependency-oriented would be categorized as non-matched.
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Similarly, someone who is above the median on both autonomy or dependency, but who
perceives their volunteer behavior as low in both dependency or autonomy, would be coded as
being non-matched. Thus, with this strategy, we were not simply observing the degree of
satisfaction among people high in autonomy or dependency versus people low in autonomy or
dependency. Instead, we are directly measuring satisfaction as a function of the degree to which
helping orientations and volunteer behaviors align. In total, 111 volunteers were coded as
matched, and 106 were coded as non-matched (for autonomy positions: 57 matched, 61 nonmatched; for dependency positions: 54 matched, 45 non-matched).
Analyses revealed that matched volunteers were indeed more satisfied than non-matched
volunters (matched M = 6.22, SD = 0.96; non-matched M = 5.73, SD = 1.18; t(214) = 3.36, p =
.001, d = .46). Controlling for SDO and other-oriented moral reasoning (p = .38 and .44,
respectively) did not affect these results. Additional follow-up analyses revealed that both the
matching of autonomy orientation to an autonomy position (matched M = 6.32, SD = 0.77; nonmatched M = 5.79, SD = 1.16; t(115) = 2.92, p = .004, d = .55) and the matching of dependency
orientation to a dependency position (matched M = 6.11, SD = 1.13; non-matched M = 5.64, SD
= 1.23; t(97) = 1.97, p = .05, d = .40) predicted higher volunteer satisfaction. We again
controlled for SDO and other-oriented moral reasoning, and these variables did not affect the
results. However, in the autonomy-matched model, SDO negatively predicted satisfaction, p =
.03 while other-oriented reasoning did not predict satisfaction, p = .58. Meanwhile, in the
dependency-matched model, neither SDO (p = .38) nor other-oriented reasoning (p = .53)
predicted satisfaction.
In summary, and consistent with our hypotheses, we found that the matching of a
person’s helping orientation to their volunteer position predicts greater volunteer satisfaction.
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This trend was at least marginally significant both for people with an autonomy orientation and
people with a dependency orientation. We also found evidence that opposition to helping
predicted not being a volunteer in the past five years, and autonomy orientation predicted greater
involvement in volunteer behavior in the past five years. Finally, we also found evidence that
people high in dependency orientation perceived their volunteer position to be more consistent
with helping people address dependency concerns.
However, we did not find evidence that people who are higher on autonomy orientation
perceived their position to be primarily concerned with helping people with autonomy outcomes.
In general, some evidence suggests that people were more likely to view their positions as being
more concerned with dependency than autonomy outcomes. These results indicate that it might
not always be possible to find positions that adequately aim to address autonomy concerns.
Furthermore, many volunteer positions that appear autonomy-oriented might, over time, prove
less suitable for the pursuit of autonomy-related goals.
Given the inability of volunteers’ autonomy orientations to predict engagement in actual
autonomy volunteer behavior in this context, we next shifted to an experimental context to
determine whether autonomy orientation can indeed predict people’s interest in autonomyoriented positions when people have the ability to freely choose a position clearly described as
being autonomy-focused. We also wanted to replicate our previous finding that dependency
orientation predicts interest in dependency-oriented volunteer positions.
Study 3: Using the Helping Orientations Inventory to Predict Intentions toward Future
Behavior
We next examined whether the HOI could predict interest in volunteer opportunities. As
before, we employed a message-matching approach (e.g., Clary et al., 1998), with a repeated-
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measures experimental design, to test the hypothesis that people are more interested in
volunteering for nonprofit organizations that are characterized in ways consistent with their
helping orientations. This type of design allowed participants complete freedom of choice when
considering types of volunteer activities, and avoided the difficulty involved in locating and
engaging in autonomy-related volunteer activities. We also examined the hypothesis that
opposition to helping would negatively predict interest in volunteering for both autonomyoriented and dependency-oriented organizations. Finally, we again aimed to demonstrate the
ability of the HOI scales to predict perceptions and interest above and beyond the predictive
ability of other-oriented moral reasoning.
Method
Participants
Participants from Studies 1b/1d were contacted two to eleven months after the initial
survey to complete a questionnaire including the HOI and measures of helping interest.9
Participants were 129 students (84 females, 26 males, 1 genderqueer, 18 unknown; mean age =
20.29, SD = 3.97) at a public university in the Midwestern United States. Participants mostly
identified as White (64%), but some identified as Latino (3%), African-American (2%), Asian or
Asian-American (20%), Native American (1%), or other (1%). Given our sample size, we
estimated that we had 20% power to detect a Cohen’s d of 0.2, 79% power to detect a Cohen’s d
of 0.5, and 99% power to detect a Cohen’s d of 0.8.
Procedure
Participants first completed the three HOI scales using an online questionnaire. Then,
participants read descriptions of four separate hypothetical nonprofits concerned with addressing
problems related to poverty. All participants read each of the four descriptions, two for
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autonomy-oriented nonprofits and two for dependency-oriented nonprofits. The order of
presentation of the nonprofits was randomized across participants. Participants then reported how
effective they perceived each organization to be, and their interest in volunteering for the
organization. For example, one autonomy-oriented nonprofit was described as follows:
Organization A is a national organization dedicated to fighting poverty in the United
States, including Minnesota. Our goal is to engage in community-based interventions to
combat the major causes of poverty. Accordingly, Organization A’s primary focus is on
providing people with meaningful work, safe communities, healthcare, and quality
education in low-income neighborhoods throughout the country. We believe that these
actions will help reduce the rate of poverty, and improve the future prospects of all
individuals to get out and stay out of poverty.
A dependency-oriented nonprofit was described as follows: Organization D is a national
organization dedicated to fighting poverty in the United States, including Minnesota. Our
goal is to engage in community-based interventions to alleviate the suffering of the poor.
At Organization D we work to ensure that all individuals have adequate food and shelter
by organizing and maintaining food kitchens, homeless shelters, and healthcare clinics in
at-risk neighborhoods throughout the U.S. At least in the short term, all needy people will
have something to eat and a place to eat.
Measures
Helping Orientations Inventory. Autonomy orientation, dependency orientation, and
opposition to helping were captured with eight items each; all three scales had an acceptable
Cronbach’s alpha (autonomy = .85; dependency = .78; opposition = .92).
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Perceptions of the nonprofits. Participants reported the perceived effectiveness of and
their interest in volunteering for each nonprofit using interval scales ranging from 1 (“not at all
effective/interested”) to 7 (“extremely effective/interested”). Because participants read about two
autonomy-oriented and two dependency-oriented nonprofits, we averaged effectiveness and
interest measures across similar types of nonprofits, such that participants had both an autonomy
organization effectiveness score (M = 5.62, SD = 1.28) and interest score (M = 5.26, SD = 1.49),
and a dependency organization effectiveness score (M = 4.32, SD = 1.48) and interest score (M =
4.80, SD = 1.50).
Other-oriented moral reasoning. Participants responded to the PPB’s other-oriented
moral reasoning subscale (Penner et al., 1995) to ensure the HOI’s predictive validity beyond
this measure (alpha = .71).
Results and Discussion
We entered all three scales into four regression models, with separate models predicting
perceived effectiveness of and interest in autonomy volunteering, and predicting perceived
effectiveness of and interest in dependency volunteering. This allowed for the possibility that all
three scales, entered together in each model, could be significant predictors of each outcome, and
allowed us to control for shared variance between scales, similar to relevant analyses in Study 2.
We first examined the ability of each scale to predict perceived effectiveness of and
interest in volunteering for autonomy-oriented nonprofits. Autonomy orientation was a positive
predictor of perceived effectiveness (b = .49, SE = .13, CI = .24, .74, p < .001, d = .69), and
opposition to helping was a negative predictor (b = -.31, SE = .09, CI = -.49, -.13, p = .001, d = .61). Autonomy orientation was also a marginal positive predictor of interest (b = .29, SE = .16,
CI = -.02, .60, p = .07, d = .33), and opposition to helping was a negative predictor of interest (b
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= -.24, SE = .11, CI = -.46, -.02, p = .04, d = -.38). As expected, dependency orientation failed to
significantly predict perceive effectiveness of (p = .91) and interest in autonomy organizations (p
= .27).
We ran analagous analyses with our scales concerning dependency-oriented nonprofits.
Dependency orientation positively predicted perceived effectiveness (b = .59, SE = .14, CI = .31,
.86, p < .001, d = .75), and opposition to helping negatively predicted perceived effectiveness (b
= -.23, SE = .11, CI = -.44, -.02, p = .03, d = -.39). Dependency orientation also positively
predicted interest (b = .53, SE = .14, CI = .25, .82, p < .001, d = .66), and opposition negatively
predicted interest (b = -.22, SE = .11, CI = -.43, -001, p = .05, d = -.35). As expected, autonomy
orientation failed to significantly predict perceived effectiveness of (p = .85) and interest in
dependency-oriented organizations (p = .98). Finally, we ran additional models in which we
controlled for other-oriented moral reasoning; including this variable did not change any of the
findings regarding the HOI scales predicting relevant perceptions.
Predictive validity of the three HOI scales was impressively confirmed in Study 3 as all
three scales predicted relevant perceptions and behavioral choices in theoretically-consistent
patterns. Autonomy orientation and dependency orientation predicted perceived effectiveness of
and interest in volunteering for nonprofits that were presented as addressing autonomy-oriented
or dependency-oriented issues surrounding poverty, respectively. Furthermore, opposition to
helping negatively predicted perceived effectiveness of and interest in both types of
organizations. Finally, autonomy orientation and dependency orientation did not predict
perceived effectiveness of and interest in non-matched nonprofits, demonstrating discriminant
predictive validity. Overall, we found strong and clear support for our matching hypothesis, such
that presenting nonprofits as being more relevant to the goals of autonomy- or dependency-
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oriented individuals elicits greater perceptions of effectiveness of and interest in those
organizations.
General Discussion
Taken together, this series of studies makes four key points: (1) individuals vary in the
extent to which they are disposed toward providing autonomy-oriented help, dependencyoriented help, and opposing helping, more generally, (2) constructs relevant to intergroup and
interpersonal helping, as well as general personality constructs, are related to these orientations
in distinct and predictable ways, (3) these orientations predict satisfaction with one’s
volunteering, and (4) perceived effectiveness of and interest in providing different types of help
to those in need. Across six samples, the HOI scales demonstrated a clearly specified and
consistent factor structure, acceptable levels of internal consistency, and temporal stability.
Moreover, results from these studies strongly support the convergent, discriminant, and
predictive validity of the HOI scales.
People higher in autonomy orientation tended to be more empathetic, higher in
perspective taking, and more likely to engage in moral reasoning. They were also less willing to
endorse a rigid social hierarchy, more strongly believed in group malleability, reported more
positive intergroup attitudes, and tended to be higher in self-efficacy. Overall, autonomy-oriented
individuals were better able to identify with the needs and circumstances of others, felt more
capable in helping, and were more supportive of a fluid social structure. In contrast, individuals
higher in dependency orientation, although also being relatively high in moral reasoning, tended
to report lower feelings of social responsibility and higher feelings of personal distress.
Dependency-oriented individuals tended to avoid conflict, desired a stable environment, and did
not believe that they should influence society or enact meaningful social change.
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Although we did not initially set out to create a measure of opposition to helping, factor
analyses clearly indicated that some people are simply opposed to helping others. These people
tended to be lower in empathic concern, perspective taking, and social responsibility, and higher
in personal distress, authoritarianism, and SDO. They also tended to hold negative feelings
toward marginalized outgroup members, reduced belief in group malleability, and were lower in
agreeableness and openness to experience. The opposition to helping items emphasized the
negative consequences of helping, including its perceived costs (e.g., creating dependency) and
lack of clear benefits (e.g., ineffectiveness in solving problems). Interestingly, individuals who
opposed helping reported that they occasionally engaged in stereotypical helping behaviors with
strangers (e.g., on the altruism scale), so perhaps participants had specific types of helping
behaviors or recipients in mind while completing the HOI. Alternatively, some of these
individuals may be attuned to social norms that encourage helping others, and while not
dispositionally favorable to helping others, are motivated to engage in impression-management
strategies to minimize the social consequences of appearing uncaring or unempathetic. Future
research should examine this possibility.
We obtained strong support for the predictive validity of the HOI. First, autonomyoriented volunteers who reported engaging in volunteer work focused on autonomy-related
outcomes reported being more satisfied with their volunteer positions, as did dependencyoriented volunteers who reported engaging in dependency-related volunteering. Second,
autonomy-oriented individuals were more interested in, and perceived as more efficacious,
nonprofit organizations described as providing an autonomy-oriented solution to poverty. The
same pattern was observed for dependency-oriented individuals in regard to dependency-oriented
solutions to poverty. Additionally, opposition to helping was a consistent negative predictor of
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interest in, and perceived effectiveness of, efforts of nonprofit organizations to help individuals
living in poverty, regardless of the type of organization. These results have implications for how
nonprofits advertise their positions to prospective volunteers, and how they might better leverage
what they know about their supporters to elicit greater support in time and resources.
Although prior work on helping orientations has focused primarily on intergroup
contexts, the HOI draws upon research from both the intergroup and interpersonal literatures.
Future work should further explore how the HOI operates in both contexts, including whether
researchers can replicate the strength of the relationships between the HOI scales and the
constructs we examined from the intergroup and interpersonal helping literatures. To be sure,
there were some inconsistencies in how strongly the HOI scales related to these intergroup and
interpersonal helping constructs. However, our objective was to establish the existence and
direction of these relationships, and to obtain some evidence of the strength of these relationships
to guide future research. Additional research would provide greater confidence in the strength of
these relationships, providing further evidence for the development of new theoretical
frameworks. It might also, for example, explore the ways in which the HOI scales predict
helping behavior in various interpersonal interactions and relationships. Also, future research
should link the HOI scales to intergroup helping transactions, and extend prior theory and
research on the provision of help across group boundaries, which has traditionally required
releatively complex and resource-intensive experimental paradigms and manipulations.
Additionally, the role of moral emotions (e.g., guilt, shame, or sympathy) has rarely been
explored in the help-giving literature, although it implicates both intergroup and interpersonal
helping (e.g., Basil, Ridgway, & Basil, 2008; Rudolph et al., 2004). Future work should examine
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how moral emotions might relate to individuals’ helping orientations in both interpersonal and
intergroup contexts.
Moreover, the HOI could be used as a tool to help clarify the types of helping behaviors
and transactions that people view as autonomy-oriented or dependency-oriented. The extant
literature, largely experimental, usually assigns participants to receive or give either autonomyoriented or dependency-oriented help (e.g., Alvarez & van Leeuwen, 2011; Nadler et al., 2009).
Less is known about the ways in which individuals perceive specific helping acts in terms of
autonomy or dependency orientations and goals. Future work should link types of helping acts to
the HOI orientations. For example, whereas donating money or food to the homeless might be
perceived as dependency-oriented helping, working with homeless individuals to gain stable
housing or employment might be perceived as autonomy-oriented helping. With such a typology,
researchers could further examine the consequences of incongruency between helping orientation
and the type of help provided, potentially predicting maintenance of behavior over time.
People’s helping orientations could also shape professional identities, such that
individuals higher in autonomy orientation might be drawn to careers that allow them to help
others gain new skills (e.g., a teacher), while those higher in dependency orientation may prefer
helping solve people’s immediate problems for them (e.g., a nurse). Use of additional nonstudent samples may help researchers appreciate how a diverse age range of individuals think
about and approach autonomy- and dependendency-oriented helping roles. Likewise, future
research should examine how demographics, such as age, gender, and race relate to endorsement
of autonomy and dependency helping orientations.
Finally, the current research connects with other work in the helping literature on the
factors that affect a person’s willingness to seek out autonomy- or dependency-oriented help
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from others. Since our focus is on people’s orientations toward providing help, the present
research on help-provision and the prior work on help-seeking should be understood as different
sides of the same equation (Nadler, 1987). Research on help-seeking has found that people are
generally less likely to accept help that confirms a negative stereotype or the inferiority of their
social group (Alvarez & van Leeuwen, 2015; Nadler, 1997). Consequently, members of lowstatus groups are often less receptive to dependency-oriented help and feel more negative affect
and less esteem upon acceptance of such help from members of high-status groups. However,
when the status relations between groups are unstable, members of low-status groups are more
likely and willing to accept autonomy-oriented help (Nadler & Halabi, 2006; Nadler et al., 2009;
Wakefield et al., 2013). Combining these two lines of work would reveal whether certain people
are more or less consistent in the type of help they prefer to provide and receive. Future work
should consider both sides of the equation by examining features of the helper (e.g., through the
HOI scales) and the help-seeker (e.g., their help-seeking preferences; Nadler & Chernyak-Hai,
2014; Tscharaktschiew & Rudolph, 2015), and how these interactions can lead to effective
helping relationships and positive outcomes for all involved (e.g., well-being; Oarga, Stavrova,
& Fetchenhauer, 2015).
Conclusion
The introduction of the HOI encourages future research in a number of new directions.
The HOI should facilitate investigations of helping orientations and behaviors in the field, as
prior work on the provision of types of help has largely been limited to experimental paradigms
and laboratory contexts. Using the HOI, researchers may be better prepared to investigate the
interaction between helping orientations and helping experiences, and how these interactions
predict helping outcomes, such as the maintenance of helping behavior over time. In so doing, it
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should now be possible to identify who engages in which forms of helping, with what amount of
satisfaction and what degree of effectiveness, as well as their continued involvement in helping
over time and across contexts.
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Endnotes
1

Open materials for this article can be accessed at https://osf.io/82qrh/.

2

Initially, we wrote 16 autonomy orientation items and 16 dependency orientation items – 12

positively-worded and 4 negatively-worded items per orientation.
3

Open data for this article, and corresponding codebooks, can be accessed at

https://osf.io/482gn/.
4

We also ran exploratory factor analyses without forced factors, and the results were consistent

with the results using three forced factors.
5

We ran separate confirmatory factor analyses for citizens and non-citizens, to test whether US

citizenship status made a difference. Differences between the two models were minimal, and our
proposed model was the best fitting model for both groups when examined separately.
6

We ran models with the missing data included, but differences between the models were

minimal.
7

These findings may be due to the nature of the self-reported altruism measure (from Penner et

al., 1995), as it captures very general, relatively stereotypical, instances of helping (e.g., helping
strangers carry an object or helping someone cross the street). These types of helping behaviors
might be less relevant to the autonomy/dependency helping distinction, thus leading to the
unexpected correlation. It may also be that people high in opposition to helping are relatively
more likely to endorse the stereotypical helping items captured in the measure, because helping
in these specific instances involved little cost to the helper and the beneficiaries did not engage in
an action that made them culpable for the issue with which they needed help. Moreover, previous
research uncovering similarly unexpected findings (i.e., that self-reported altruism was
negatively correlated with online helping behavior) has also noted the face-to-face nature of the
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items (Fuglestad et al., 2012). In light of this, we feel it is also possible that endorsing altruism is
an impression management strategy engaged in by individuals who might otherwise oppose
helping others, but who are aware of social norms promoting the helping of others. Thus, both
the less effortful and more public nature of the items assessed by the Penner et al. (1995)
measure might have made it easier to engage in such an impression management strategy. Future
research can and should further investigate the psychological underpinnings of opposition to
helping and self-reported altruism.
8

Our initial analyses considered whether or not HOI would predict the act of helping humans at

all, and necessarily included both volunteers and non-volunteers (N = 256). However, the rest of
our analyses focused on satisfaction after volunteers had already started helping other people,
and as such, the rest of our analyses focused only on the subset of volunteers who had reported
helping human beings.
9

Given the large, and variable, interval of time between surveys completed in Studies 1b/1d and

Study 3, we did not examine test-retest reliability for this sample.
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Table 1
Factor pattern matrix (principal-axis factor analysis, oblique rotation, three forced factors) for HOI items, Sample 1a

HOI scales and items
Autonomy orientation
2. Teaching people to take care of themselves is good for society because it makes them independent
5. The goal of helping should be to make sure people can eventually take care of their own needs
10. Helping others now makes them better able to solve their own problems in the future
16. I help others so that they can learn to solve their own problems
17. Helping is all about making people better able to fix their own problems
24. I like to help individuals develop the skills and knowledge to help themselves
29. Helping others makes them better able to solve their own problems
30. When helping people, equipping them with knowledge and skill is the most important thing
Dependency orientation
8. I help other because I like solving other people's problems
11. The goal of helping should be to make sure that people have their immediate needs met

1

-.33

Factor
2
.59
.77
.54
.69
.70
.68
.64
.76

19. In general, solving other people's problems for them is good for society because it helps meet immediate needs

21. I like to try to help people even if the issue might come up again
22. I help others because they are unable to help themselves
23. All people deserve help equally regardless of their personality and life circumstances
25. I help others because I like taking care of people's problems
32. Helping is all about fixing people's problems for them
Opposition to helping
4. Helping other people only makes them more needy in the future
6. Helping creates a weaker society because people will come to depend on others in times of hardship
7. In general, solving other people's problems for them is bad for society because they come to expect it in the future

.36

.76
.79
.69

3

.63
.39
.63
.34
.38
.42
.73
.67

HELPING ORIENTATIONS INVENTORY
9. Teaching people to take care of themselves is bad for society because it makes them dependent
13. Helping others now will only make them dependent on others to solve their problems in the future
20. Helping can weaken society because it divides society into those who can help and those who need help

26. Helping others makes them less able to solve their own problems
27. Solving other people's problems for them makes their situation worse in the long run

.68
.79
.74
.76
.75

Note. Only factor loadings greater than ±.30 are shown. N = 289. HOI = Helping Orientations Inventory.
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Table 2
Correlations between the three HOI scales and constructs of relevance to intergroup helping, Sample 1d
1

2

3

4

5

6

1. Autonomy orientation

--

2. Dependency orientation

.66**

--

3. Opposition

-.04

.23**

--

4. Authoritarianism

.00

.17**

.18**

--

5. SDO

-.37**

.04

.60**

.22**

--

6. Group malleability

.30**

.04

-.35**

-.04

-.44**

--

7. Negative feelings

-.28**

-.12*

.41**

.00

.43**

-.32**

Note: *p < .05. **p < .01. SDO = social dominance orientation.

7

--
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Table 3
Correlations between the three HOI scales and constructs of relevance to interpersonal helping, Sample 1d
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

1. Autonomy orientation

--

2. Dependency orientation

.66**

--

-.04

.23**

--

4. Empathic concern

.32**

.01

-.60**

--

5. Perspective-taking

.26**

.11*

-.39**

.53**

--

.00

-.22**

-.55**

.49**

.36**

--

7. Moral reasoning

.45**

.49**

.04

.19**

.28**

-.12*

--

8. Personal distress

-.06

.21**

.39**

-.31**

-.12**

-.42**

.10

--

.22**

.34**

.21**

-.08

.06

-.18**

.34**

.18**

3. Opposition

6. Social responsibility

9. SRA

Note: *p < .05. **p < .01. SRA = self-reported altruism.

9

--
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Table 4
Correlations between the three HOI scales, Big-Five personality traits, and self-relevant belief items, Sample 1e
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

1. Autonomy orientation

--

2. Dependency orientation

.31**

--

3. Opposition

-.16**

-.11*

--

4. Agreeableness

.14**

.17**

-.20**

--

5. Conscientiousness

.14**

-.05

-.11*

.11*

--

6. Extraversion

.01

-.03

.02

-.01

.02

--

7. Neuroticism

-.04

-.07

.01

-.17**

-.18**

-.14**

--

8. Openness

.13**

.06

-.26**

-.14**

.04

.18**

.00

--

9. Self-efficacy

.28**

.13**

-.03

.01

.41**

.22**

-.34**

.20**

--

10. Self-esteem

.12**

-.01

-.13**

.10*

.36**

.35**

-.49**

.12**

.53**

Note: *p < .05. **p < .01.

10

--
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Figure 1
Confirmatory factor analysis model, with three scales, eight items per scale, and standardized
parameters, Sample 2

Note: All three scales were allowed to correlate with one another.

